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A department within Student Futures

Student
Futures
Core Values

Welcome to the 2018-19 Careers and Employability
Annual Review which reflects on some of our activities
and achievements.

We support and empower
students to be successful
in their academic studies,
life skills, employability and
career development, so they
are able to make a positive
contribution to society.

Central to our values, Careers and Employability – Student
Futures is committed to providing employability activities
that respect equality and diversity and are inclusive for
all students regardless of their background. We support
students to explore their options, encourage them to
make the most of their time at university and inspire them
to reach their potential.

We will achieve this by
working in collaboration
with all stakeholders to
help create a sustainable
learning community
that is non-judgemental,
respects equality and
diversity and encourages a
sense of inclusivity. We will
promote wellbeing and
encourage self-confidence,
a positive mind-set and
personal development.

We do this by providing a variety of employabilityenhancing experiences; through individual information,
advice and guidance, within the curriculum, through
employer contact and through tailored group sessions.

In short, we
put students
at the heart
of everything
that we do.
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Introduction

We hope this report gives a flavour of what we do and how
we work with employers, academics and other university
colleagues, to ensure the skills and behaviours graduate
employers seek are reflected in the student experience.
More information on how we work can be found at
https://portal1.chester.ac.uk/careers/ or https://www1.
chester.ac.uk/careers-and-employability. I do hope you
enjoy reading this report and any questions or comments
are welcome.
Diane Appleton
Head of Careers and Employability

Advice and Guidance
Our one-to-one support helps students explore their options and make the right choices. We
offer the opportunity to talk to us every weekday from 15 minutes for an initial chat to 45-minute
Guidance Appointments for an in-depth discussion. These appointments are offered by our team
of experienced, professionally qualified HE Career Consultants. Alongside this we offer 15-minute
Venture Drop-ins to discuss progressing ideas for enterprise and freelance activity.
One-to-one activity continues to increase and it is clear that students value the opportunity to
have careers guidance and to discuss their career options and business ideas on an individual
basis. The team delivered over 1500 advice and guidance appointments in 2018-19, representing
a 21% increase in the number of appointments from the previous year.
University of Chester graduates can use the services of Careers and Employability for up to 2 years
following graduation. In May we progressed this service by recruiting a Graduate Career Consultant
who has been developing resources and training sessions just for graduates and offering intensive
1-1 career coaching appointments face to face, through email, telephone and Skype.
Our Information Point Team based at Parkgate Road assisted 1155 visitors to the department and
also responded to requests for information and advice through CareerHub. This Ask a Question
service enables students on any campus to have their queries responded to and receive feedback
on CVs and applications.
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“It has honestly
been a very
enjoyable experience.
I’ve been pushed out of my
comfort zone at times but
this has certainly been of
benefit to me.”
“The CDA
has helped me to
pinpoint what skills I have
and what skills employers are
looking for, meaning when the time
comes to get a job I can focus on those
particular skills. Doing the part time work
has also helped my confidence as I was
put into an environment that was new
and needed to develop product
knowledge and confidence in
talking to customers.”

“Thanks to
the whole team
for this priceless
experience. This award
motivated me to get
involved in interesting
activities and learn
so many different
things.”

98% of
students that
provided
feedback
said they felt
the CDA has
helped them
become more
employable.
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The Chester
Difference Award
The Chester Difference Award continues to increase
the number of participants every year. Students gain
points towards the Award for taking part in a variety
of activities such as volunteering, work experience,
responsibilities in student societies, part-time work and
attending workshops to develop their skills. Achieving
the Award demonstrates to prospective employers
that applicants have gone the extra mile throughout
their time at university and gives students an edge in
the job market. Participating in the Award scheme and
gaining recognition for what they do demonstrates
how students have gone above and beyond to make
a difference to themselves, the university and their
communities. The Chester Difference Award celebration
event took place at Storyhouse in June this year.

Enhance Your
Employability Training
Enhance Your Employability Training takes place
throughout the year to support students to develop the
skills needed to succeed throughout the recruitment
process and to reach their potential. This series of over
60 presentations and workshops is delivered centrally
in Careers and Employability and includes sessions on
job seeking, LinkedIn, CVs applications and interviews,
Confidence, Networking skills, Personal branding and
Building Global Skills for the workplace.

“It has been a
long time since I’ve
interviewed. This class
gave me great insight on
how to handle questions.”
Interview
Techniques.

“Presenter
was very friendly,
well informed and had
excellent communication
skills. She modified the
presentation according to
the attendees needs.”
Interview
Techniques.

A new training programme ran this year – the Digital Skills
Training Programme which forms part of a Europe-wide
initiative led by technology giant, Facebook and delivered by
Agent Academy in partnership with the Extraordinary Club.

100% of
students that
provided
feedback said
the session
they attended
had helped
them to
become more
employable.
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Careers Registration –
career readiness survey
To understand where students are in their career thinking we carry out an annual career
readiness survey at registration and re-enrolment which enables us to support each student
individually through tailored communications, information and advice. We also provide cohort
data on career readiness to academic departments so that we can work in partnership to plan
and prioritise our work in the curriculum.

Employer Engagement
Careers and Employability started to refocus its employer engagement activities this year
and the Employment Opportunities Team was renamed the Employer Engagement Team to
better reflect its activities. We wrote a new Employer Engagement Strategy which has enabled
us to work more closely with a range of recruiters and strengthened employer relationships.
Employers are offered a range of opportunities to engage with and recruit our students
and graduates and to raise their profile at the University. The team led on a cross-university
project to compile a Business Engagement Prospectus to assist employers and businesses in
navigating the many routes to engage with the extensive range of opportunities and services
within the University. The Prospectus contains information on how the University can help with
recruitment, business growth, research and conferencing.

We advertised 5797 vacancies on CareerHub which was
an increase of 13% over the previous year.

TEDx
The second TEDx event took place in March this year at the
Kingsway Campus with a theme of The Future Works. The event
attracted over 300 student applications which was an increase
of 180 applications on last year’s event. There was an audience
of 100 which represented a 90% increase on the previous year.
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93 students
attended
this year
compared to
49 last year.

UniJob
UniJob advertises paid part-time positions of up to 15
hours a week in term time at the University to be filled
by students. UniJob has seen a 20% increase in the
numbers of students recruited. The Discretionary Fund,
administered as part of our Office for Students activity
supported the Warrington campus in recruiting students
through UniJob and was expanded in 2018-19 to
University Centre Shrewsbury.

Quick
Stats
195
students
appointed this
academic
year

512
student
applications
received
Through the UniJob service, Careers and Employability
is a member of the National Association of Student
Employment Services (NASES) which enables the
University to enter student employees into the annual
Student Employee of the Year awards.

58
recruitments

This year 3 students made it
through to the regional finals and
all 3 made it the national finals
where each won their category.
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Careers and Employability Student
Engagement and Marketing Assistants
In the spring term we employed 10 students to work with us as Engagement and Marketing
Assistants, carrying out a range of projects to increase the visibility of Careers and Employability
across all campuses, reach out to students who may not have had contact with C&E and get
feedback on what we offer and how we deliver our activities. Using a variety of creative campaigns
and social media messages we saw a huge increase in student engagement both online and face to
face which carried on throughout the summer months. A new Student Planner was produced which
was given out in Induction week. Acting on feedback from focus groups that the Engagement and
Marketing Assistants ran, we made several changes to our offer including changing the name of our
drop-in appointments to Career Chats and running them at consistent times every day, which has
already seen a 200% increase in booked appointments. The insights, enthusiasm and commitment
of this team of student employees made a real difference to C&E and we were sorry to see them go!

The Venture Programme
The Venture Programme consists of 9 modules which cover different aspects of starting up a
business, delivered by entrepreneurs, industry experts, business consultants and coaches. Students
and graduates who attend at least 2 hours of Venture Programme events can go on to apply to
The Pitch event. A new series of events was introduced in 2018/19 – the Venture Network, which
is a monthly meet-up off campus in an informal environment where students and graduates can
practice their networking skills and meet up with like-minded individuals, entrepreneurs and
mentors. While the Venture Programme is an extra-curricular activity, Careers and Employability
also works with colleagues in academic departments to deliver enterprise training. This year Careers
and Employability’s Enterprise Coordinator delivered sessions into Performing Arts, Business
Management and Graphic Design and organised the enterprise element of the Humanities Festival.
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The Santander Entrepreneurship Fund
The Santander Entrepreneurship Fund enables students to carry out activities, purchase items or gain
office space to enhance their enterprise skills or help them develop their freelance career or to help
them start a business. A maximum of £250 can be awarded from the SEF or students can apply to be
offered a desk within the co-working office space, INDUSTRY in Chester, which is part sponsored by
INDUSTRY themselves.
Martin Beddis said –“I heard about the Santander Entrepreneurship Fund whilst on my
Masters Course at the University of Chester, Warrington Campus and wanted to know
more. I have had the business idea of “Sprayshield” for some time now, approximately
8 years but I had only ever got plans down on paper. The support I gained from the
Venture Team as part of the application, post application and help in further pitches
and developing the idea have also been invaluable. To put a figure on it, I feel the support, help,
guidance and confidence shown in me and my idea far outweighed the financial support I gained.”
Jordan Caldwell – “The Santander Entrepreneurship Fund (SEF) helped me realise my potential
and for me to see in me what others did not. I would like to thank Careers and Employability and
Santander Universities for the advantage they have given me; assisting my dreams to become a
reality by helping me to buy equipment for my future business which I may not have been able to
purchase myself without this funding.”

The Chester Employability Fund
The Chester Employability Fund (now known as the Futures Employability Fund) enables students
from under-represented groups to purchase items or undertake activities which enhance their
employability. A maximum of £500 can be awarded for a range of items, from paying for interview
clothing to funding specialist short courses.

During 2018/19 nearly £24,000 was awarded from
the fund which benefited 78 students.
When asked how the money has helped them, one student who used the funding to attend a mental
health first aid session and counselling course said “It means I am finally able to do a course I have
wanted to do for ages but just not had the money to do. It’s really opening doors for me.” 100% of
students who gave feedback on the fund Strongly Agreed or Agreed that the fund has enabled them
to improve their employability as well as their confidence in relation to their employability.
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Employers
said:
“Fantastic
event – staff at the
University were very
friendly and helpful and
we had lots of interest
from students.”

“Really great day
with well organised
students.”

Students
said:
“Brilliant opportunity
to make connections
and explore new
opportunities.”

“Useful to think
about jobs I would
not have thought of.”
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Careers Fest 2018
This year’s Careers Fest took place on 28th November
and we welcomed 40 employers and organisations on
to campus. This event gave students the opportunity to
talk to employers looking to recruit into graduate, work
experience and part-time roles. The feedback from those
employers was excellent and many students were recruited
into roles having spoken to exhibitors at the event.

The Chester Internship Programme
The Chester Internship Programme offers flexible 10 week placements with support from
Santander Universities UK and Office for Students funding. The Internship Programme enables
students and graduates to gain work experience in an area of work relating to their career ideas
while bringing their knowledge, expertise and talent to the organisation.

The programme received over 760 applications in
2018-19 which is a 400% increase on the previous
year, demonstrating a huge demand for placements to
enhance employability.
Local charities had very positive things to say about their engagement with the university’s
internship programme: Hazel Russell from, Papyrus: Prevention of Young Suicide said “I am a
great believer in ‘grow your own’ in terms of staff development and this scheme certainly back
that up. It’s a fabulous way to give graduates that extra experience which will add value to their
degree and help in their search for a job following university.”
Viv Couche, Passion for Learning said “A huge thank you to Chester University for organising the
internship scheme. Without doubt, our participation in this programme has made a fundamental
difference to our ability to grow and develop as a charity.”

ASK (Ask Questions, Shape Ideas, Kick-start Careers)
In 2018/19 ASK (Ask questions, Shape ideas, Kick-start careers) became a timetabled and
department based event and is a co-delivered activity with Careers and Employability working
in partnership with academic departments to organise a series of employer-led panels to help
students in their career decision making. Representatives from a range of employers including
Enterprise Rent a Car, Santander, BBC, Luya and the Civil Service have inspired students to
consider careers within their sectors.
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Graduate Outcomes Survey
To draw attention to the importance of the Graduate Outcomes survey and
to promote the continued careers support available to University of Chester
graduates up to two years after graduation, Careers and Employability were
present at Graduation Week. Celebratory graduation Smarties scrolls were
given out to graduands – promotional materials were wrapped around the
Smarties tube, secured and tied with a ribbon to represent a graduation
scroll. This was a fun, quirky and memorable way of interacting with our
graduates who used the Smarties scrolls as a photo opportunity.

Careers and Employability Partnerships
Being part of Student Futures has enabled us to initiate conversations with colleagues to identify areas
where we can collaborate more closely in the future to avoid duplication of effort and to enhance how
we support and develop students and graduates. An example of effective collaboration includes offering
appointments to Work Based learning students, alongside Work Based Learning Placement Co-ordinators.
C&E work closely with many academic departments and professional services across the university.
This includes supporting, participating and contributing to wider university events including Open
Days, Experience Days, Alumni reunion events, the Annual Staff Conference and the Annual Diversity
Festival. We also share graduate and employer contacts and take an innovative approach to engaging
with new technologies to enhance our services and initiatives to our wide range of stakeholders.
Examples of our partners include, but are not limited to:
Development and Alumni Relations Office and Corporate Communications; Learning and Information
Services; Learning and Teaching Institute; Academic Quality Support Services; Marketing,
Recruitment and Admissions; Research and Knowledge Transfer Office; Human Resources and
Finance; Registry Services; International Centre; Employer engagement teams across the University.
One example of our collaboration in 2018-19 was with Chester Students’ Union – we collaborated
on the introduction of clocks into various lecture theatres and teaching spaces across all campuses
as a result of the CSU’s Big Idea campaign. Each clock has the words take the time to improve your
student experience and think about your future printed around the clock face. Not only are the
introduction of clocks a useful practical addition to lecture theatres and teaching spaces across our
campuses, but it was also a good opportunity for Careers and Employability and Chester Students’
Union to join forces to relay this important message to students.
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Careers and Employability in
the curriculum
One of the key roles of C&E is to work collaboratively with academic departments to embed
employability into the curriculum.
Case study – Retail Management Assessment Centre assignment
Students were set a brief to conduct a critical analysis
of a UK retailer and make recommendations for the
retailer to consider. On the day, teams of students
presented their findings to panel of senior figures
from Amazon, McArthur Glen Cheshire Oaks, Marks
and Spencer, Iceland Frozen Foods, Cheshire West and
Chester Council, and Liverpool ONE.

an observed group task as part of their assessment
centre exercise. This aspect was facilitated by the
Careers and Employability team, who devised complex
scenarios for ‘the applicants’ to tackle and then
assessed students on their professional behaviours
and competencies such as team work, problem
solving negotiation and leadership.

Lisa Conway, Module Leader said “The input of leading
retail figures in supporting our curriculum throughout
the year provides valuable learning to connect
theory to contemporary practice, and to ensure we
consistently develop the knowledge and attributes
that employers are looking for. I developed the ‘faux’
Graduate Assessment Centre, to help the students to
prepare for their next step”. In addition to the research,
presentation and interview, students also carried out

Career Consultant, Vikki Brockhurst who led on
this activity for Careers and Employability said “Our
team really enjoys working in partnership with
departments, to embed careers and employability
into their provision. This has been a particularly
interesting project, with partners both internal and
external to the University coming together to provide
students with an authentic experience as part of their
important final assignment.”

Case study – Performing Arts Developing Professional Practice module
At our Kingsway Campus Career Consultant Vikki
Brockhurst and Entrepreneurship Co-Ordinator Kirsty
Badrock supported the Level 6 Performing Arts students
via their Developing Professional Practice module.
Career Consultant, Vikki Brockhurst said “This is a
newly designed module and we have run a number of
sessions as part of the programme. We have delivered
sessions supporting students to generate career ideas
and think about career planning, applying for roles and
developing their CV, a Venture session and we have
facilitated mock interview sessions, providing feedback

on technique and interview tips. We have also been
asked to form part of the panel for the assessment
which is an individual presentation and interview panel”.
Entrepreneurship Co-Ordinator, Kirsty Badrock said
“Through a Venture session students were introduced
to the ways the University can support them into selfemployment through the Venture Programme and
Lynne Robertson, Santander Incubation Manager, led
a session around freelancing for creative professionals.
Students then met a panel of freelancers and had the
opportunity to ask questions about their experiences.”

Case study – Mathematics Careers Event
Over the past several years the Department of
Mathematics (now the Department of Mathematics
and Physical Sciences) has worked closely with Careers
and Employability to further embed employability
skills within all three levels of the undergraduate
curriculum, as well as at postgraduate level. The
annual careers event for maths students is an excellent
example of the collaborative partnerships between the
department and Careers and Employability. The event
provides an excellent opportunity for students to meet

representatives of companies and to hear directly from
them how highly employer’s value skills maths students
have developed. The day includes talks by external
speakers including among others the NHS and HMRC. It
is also especially pleasing to see first year undergraduate
students attending the session and for them to relate
the day’s activities to the skills they are learning in their
first year module Computation, Communication and
Employability, which includes sessions application and
interview skills delivered by the link Career Consultant.
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Careers and Employability Memberships
We strongly believe in the positive impact of being well connected and networked within our
sector to keep us up to date with good practice and challenges. C&E staff are encouraged to attend
conferences and training and also to contribute their own expertise to colleagues across the sector.

“Working as a collaborative member of the AGCAS Placements and Work Related Learning Task
Group has led to understanding and developing methods of providing student work experience.
Our projects have included delivering an annual conference on this subject, developing a
resource for definitions of work experience categories, and creating “Inspiration Guides” that
detail examples of internship and placement programmes from a wide selection of universities.
Being a member of this task group has provided an opportunity to develop professional
practices and collaborate with colleagues from other higher education institutions to help
deliver the best work placement opportunities for our students and graduates. – Trainee Career
Consultant, Kathryn Girvan
“AGCAS Conference 2019 offered some really interesting workshops and keynote speeches. The
workshop on Design Thinking has provided me with techniques for developing our initiatives to
best meet the needs of our customers” – Training Co-Ordinator, Hannah Perkins.
Career Consultant Peter Shelston is a trainer for AGCAS and currently delivers the AGCAS training
course in Employability and Career Development Learning. Peter is also a member of the AGCAS
North West Teaching Careers Advisers group and winner of the John Roberts Memorial Prize at
the AGCAS Awards for Excellence 2018.
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Our year in numbers
45

Venture
Programme
events

172

Chester Difference
Award recipients

93
Students
attended
TEDx

1500

Advice and
Guidance
appointments

100
Percentage of students
saying the training
session they attended
had improved their
employability

760

Applications
received for the
Chester Internship
Programme

195

UniJob
students
recruited

5797

Vacancies were
advertised on
CareerHub

40

Employers at
Careers Fest

100

3

National winners of
Student Employee
of the Year

Clocks for lecture
theatres bought in
partnership with Chester
Students’ Union to remind
students to take the
time to develop their
employability skills

£23,813.77
Awarded to students
to support their
employability
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Careers and Employability Q&A with
MA student Franceska Shollo
1) What services and initiatives, provided by
Careers and Employability, have you engaged with?
Alongside my degree at Chester Business School, I wanted to gain
experience and enhance my future career aspects. Careers and
Employability provide invaluable services online/offline for students
and I have experienced these opportunities and appreciated the
quality and quantity of support available. The main search engine
begins with Career Hub, where I had the opportunity to know more
about Chester Internship Programme (CIP) to further apply and be
part of it. Following my successful first experience I came to know
about Unijob, volunteering, ECDL qualification, joining or starting
your own society, career guidance, Venture Programme, CV drop ins
and all of them led me towards the Chester Difference Award. The
CDA is like a priceless portfolio of all the extracurricular activities
condensed in one certificate.

2) What specific skills did you develop as a result of engaging with the services and
initiatives and how useful have they been to you?
Employers are always looking for recent graduates that have excellent time management, communication
skills, digital literacy, critical thinking, problem solving or employees that are excellent team players but leaders
at the same time. Careers provide that value that is on demand by many companies. As I was doing my CIP I
developed certain digital skills that I had never explored before. Motivated by my attendance at the monthly
Venture Programmes, I began to think of becoming an entrepreneur one day, and throughout my volunteering
experience in different job roles, my communication and leadership skills were boosted as well.

3) From your experience of engaging with us why do you think students should use
our services?
I know how hard it can be to write a cover letter, or trying to make sure that the CV looks appealing to the
employer’s eye. Careers and Employability guided and advised me and I was able to attend the Careers Fest
and meeting 43 different companies with no concerns left on that matter. The brilliant academics at the
university help us develop the critical and academic thinking, and Careers supports us by developing and
enhancing all the skills required for the future dream job.

4) If you had one piece of advice for current students at what would that be?
Make the most of your degree! This is something I always advise myself.

5) Anything else you’d like to say?
I am very grateful that I have had the chance to not only to benefit from the services and facilities provided by
Careers and Employability, but also being part of Careers as a UniJob vacancy. I had the chance to work in a
team, expand my network and engage with many students around different campuses.
Franceska is studying for a Masters in Marketing Management.
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New for 2019/2020
We continue to develop our services and activities in line with the University’s strategic priorities, changes in
graduate recruitment and the job market and through keeping up to date with best practice in the sector.
Inspiring Futures

Employer Engagement Strategy

We recognise that to make the most of the many
opportunities we offer to enhance employability,
some students may require additional support,
contacts or encouragement and this is why we
have developed Inspiring Futures. Eligible students
can choose from a range of activities to help them
achieve their goals:

This new strategy is being implemented in 2019-20.
Careers and Employability is actively supporting
employers to meet their needs, which in turn will lead
to increased recruitment of our students and graduates.
We are developing a number of Career Partners who
will be active on our campuses and a Partnership
Development Plan will identify objectives and targets.

• Assessment Centre Simulation – an opportunity
to take part in an assessment centre day with a
Level 3 AQA accreditation in Employability Skills.
• ECDL – an opportunity to gain an industry
recognised qualification.
• Industry Insights – a programme of visits to
employers.
• Futures Employability Fund – funding of up to
£500 to purchase items or undertake activities to
enhance employability.
• Inspiring Futures Internships – 350 hours of
placement experience.
• Santander Entrepreneurship Fund-funding
of up to £250 to purchase items or undertake
activities to enhance enterprise skills or build a
freelance career.

Graduate Programme
A new programme has been developed for graduates
to improve graduate outcomes. All graduates who
have been identified in the Early Destinations Review
as needing support will be offered the opportunity to
participate in the new Graduate Head Start programme
which will deliver Career Coaching, ECDL, Digital Skills
Training, employer-led selection process seminars,
employability workshops and a weekly support session.

Graduate Internships
To complement the Graduate Programme, Head Start
Placements will be arranged for graduates who are
finding it difficult to find graduate level employment
to help them develop their skills and experience.

Career Conversations
In response to feedback from students we are
offering clearer and easier ways to book careers
appointments. We have opened up online booking
for appointments and we have increased our
offering of shorter appointments which will now
be at set times daily with the facility to book
in advance as well as drop in. These shorter
appointments have been renamed Career Chats to
reflect the informality of the discussions.

Career Workshops
To fit in with students’ busy timetable and other
activities we are introducing bite size sessions which
run for 30 minutes rather than an hour. Themed weeks
will make sessions easier to promote and more sessions
will be delivered online to reach out to students on all
campuses. Other sessions delivered by colleagues in
Student Futures will be included in the programme
where there is an employability benefit, for example
wellbeing and resilience. Our employer Career Partners
will also be delivering into this central programme.

Partnership Agreements
New Partnership Agreements are being held with
academic departments to enable Careers and
Employability and academic colleagues to review
past employability inputs, analyse employability
data and discuss activity for the year ahead that will
be most effective and have the greatest impact.

The Chester Difference Award
There has been a re-design of the Assessment Centre activity to gain the Excellence Award and a review of points’
allocation. An action planning element has been introduced so students can have a careers guidance appointment
to progress their employability.
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Careers and Employability Q&A with
Graduate Austen Lowe
1) What services and initiatives, provided by
Careers and Employability, did you engage with?
The Chester Difference Award, UniJob, CV Sessions and TEDx

2) What specific skills did you develop as
a result of engaging with the services and
initiatives and how useful have they been to
you in the world of work?
These gave me so much inspiration and motivation to set solid
goals and always aim higher. Through UniJob and Residential
Life I obtained first-class transferable skills, promoting diverse
community values, enhancing the experience of fellow
students. Selling myself as a candidate and putting myself in the
position of a recruiter.

3) If you had your time at the University of Chester
again, would you have done anything differently?
To be honest, I loved my time at Chester and would not
change one thing.

4) From your experience of engaging with us why
do you think students should use our services?
In order to make yourself stand out as the candidate, you need
more than just a degree. The staff at Careers and Employability
really go out of the way to organise sessions so you are in a
position to be the one. I cannot thank the staff enough who
was a huge personal support to me in the application process
for my job.

5) If you had one piece of advice for current
students at what would that be?
You get out what you put in. Engage with Careers and
Employability from first year. Final year will be there before you
know it!
Austen is now employed as a Diversity Consultant at the
Audi production site in Brussels. In his role, Austen supports
and develops strategic and operational policy on equal
opportunities and diversity.
Austen Lowe, 2019 Graduate Modern Languages (French,
German and Spanish).
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Careers and Employability
Chester
( 01244 513066
* careers@chester.ac.uk
Warrington
( 01925 534235
* warrington.careers@chester.ac.uk
Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps

@ChesterCareers
@ChesterCareers
chestercareers
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Careers and
Employability
A department within Student Futures

